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November 15, 1984

TO:

H&I Sub Committee
RSR's

WSC Committee Chairpersons
FROM: Bob &
~ Chairman
WSC-H&I Sub Committee
The growth of Narcotics Anonymous and the Hospital and
Institution committees has expanded to such an extent that the
WSC-H&I Sub-Committees had found it necessary to have all the
future data compiled and accessible at a central location.
Compiling and storing this vast amount of information and
correspondence that comes in from worldwide sources has created
the need for an H&1 Project Co-ordinator to become part of the
staff at the WSo. This individual will be responsible to work
with the Chairperson of WSC-B&I to perform the services required
on an ongoing basis for the WSC H&I activities.
It gives me great pleasure to introduce Bob St·
who has
been a member of the Fellowship of NA for the past ~lX and one
half years, and bas been involved with 80spital and Institution
before and since coming to the fellowship. 8e has b~en an active
Panel Chairperson, So California 8&1 Regional Chairperson, as
well as RSR for So California, and has a good working knowledge
of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous~
Be is knowledgeable of 8&1 responsibilities/structure and has
knowledge and experience within the service structure of NA. It
will be a pleasure for me as Chairperson of WSC-B&I Committee to
be working closely with him.
.
r would like you to feel free to contact him for any
information you might require. Along those same lines, I would
appreciate it if you would send any correspondence pertinent to
WSC-H&I to the attention of Bob S ~
WSO, and he will forward
it on to me.
In this way we can create and maintain an active central file
on all functioning local, area and regional H&I Committees. The
overall activities he will perform will be coordinated by me,
Chairperson of WSC 8&1 and then my successor when one is
selected.
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